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The question of whether some finite extension groups of non-solvable 
finite groups can be realized as a Galois group over number fields has been 
recently taken into account (cf. [6, 13, 5, 31). This paper deals wit 
problem of the realizability of the finite stem extensions of the symmetric 
group S, as a Galois group over number fields. The a~~roacb to that 
question is regarded as an embedding problem. We consider the embe 
~~~b~erns over the rational function field (T) associated to the 
~eali~at~~ns of S, given in [13, Th. 3.2‘4 and to stem covers of S,. The 
obstruction to these embedding problems can be compute 
Serre’s trace formula, Then we obtain the values of i”z for which associated 
embedding problems over Q(T) in the stem covers of S, have sol~tio~s 
(see Theorem 4.1 f. Therefore, we can conclude that every finite stem exten- 
sion of S, occurs as a Galois group over every number field if n = 0, 1,2, 
or 3 (mod 8). Moreover, if the number field M contains fi, every finite 
stem extension of S, appears as a Galois group over .K, for every value of n. 
1. STEM EXTENSIONS AS GALOIS G 
Let G be a finite group. A stem extension of G is a central extension 
1--A-E-G---41 
in which A c E’, where E’ denotes the commutator subgroup of E. stem 
cover (Darstellungsgruppe) of G is a stem extension of the form 
I----+ M(G) - S- G- 2, 
where M(G) denotes the Schur multiplier group of G (cf. KS, Chap. ~~~~~ 
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Since every stem extension of G is a homomorphic image of some stem 
cover [S, Chap. lo] we have that, if each stem cover of a finite group G 
appears as a Galois group over an algebraic number field K, then every 
finite stem extension of G is also a Galois group over K. 
Consequently, the question of whether every stem extension of the 
symmetric group S, occurs as a Galois group over a number field ‘is 
reduced, for each n, to solve the problem for the stem covers of S,. 
The Schur multiplier group of S, is isomorphic to Z/22 if n > 4, and it is 
trivial if n < 4. Assume n 3 4. Schur in [9] described the two stem covers 
s,, S,, of S, in terms of generators and relations. Let 3, be the group 
generated by w, T1, . . . . Z+ r, with the relations 
i? = 1 I ) w2=1, wi, = i,w, (iiii+1)3= 1, ijij = wijij if jj- iI 3 2. 
Let S,, be the group generated by w, Z, , . . . . fn ~ i with the relations 
22 = w, w2= 1, (f,i,+ I)3 = w, ii fj = wzjzi if lj-iI 22. 
As in [12], we denote by s,gH2(Sn, Z/22) the cohomological class 
associated to 3,. Let E, be the non-zero element of H’(S,, Z/22), n 3 2; it 
is the signature E,: S, -+ { + 1) = Z/22. Let 8,. E, E H2(S,, Z/22) be the 
cup-square of E,. Since E, . E,, s, are a basis of H2(S,, Z/22), the 
cohomological class s; determined by 9, is 
S;=E;E,+S,. 
Let a, E H2(A,, Z/22) be the cohomological class associated to the only 
non-trivial extension A”, of the alternating group A,. Clearly, 
res(s,) = res(si) = a,, 
where res: H2(S,, Z/22) + H2(A,, Z/22) is the restriction homomorphism. 
2. THE EMBEDDING PROBLEMS 
Let K be a commutative field ,-of characteristic f2. Let L/K be a 
separable extension of degree n and N/K its normal closure. Suppose that 
the Galois group G(N/K) of N/K is isomorphic to S,. 
In order to realize the stem covers of S,, as Galois groups over K, we 
consider the following embedding problems 
G.Y GK 
I 
P 
I 
P 
l--+Z/2Z-+3’,-S,-+l I-Z/22-&-s,-1, 
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where 6, is the absolute Galois group of K and p is t 
defined by the realization N/K of S,. 
Let inf: M2(S,, Zj2Z) + H2(G,, Zj2Z) be the inflation bomomor~~is~ 
associated to p. It is well known that inf(s,) and inf(sk) are the obstructions 
to the two above considered embedding problems (cf. [7]). 
Let d, E K*/Ke2 be the discrimina nt of L. Serre’s trace formula [KY?, 
Th. l] asserts 
inf(s,) = w(L/K) + (2, dL), 61) 
where w(IJK) denotes the HasseeWitt invariant of the 
W,&O. 
Since inf(e,) coincides with the element (dL) eH1(G,, 
AV. 57, ex. 6), we have 
inf(e, .F,) = (dL, dL). 
herefore, 
inf(sl) = w(L/K) + ( - 2, d,). (2) 
On the other hand, in [ 13, Th. 3.21 we have constructed a family of 
polynomials over Q(T) with Galois group S,. Let IZ, k be relatively prime 
positive integers, k d n, n 3 5. The polynomial 
(3) 
has Galois group over Q(T) isomorphic to S,. 
Let E= Q(T, f3), where 8 is a root of fJT, X) in an algebraic closure 
(T). Let N&Q(T) be its normal closure. Let d(T) be the 
discriminant of the polynomial fn,J T, X), 
d(T)=(-l)‘“-‘““~2’/2 n”(-k/(n-k))k’“~1)T”--2(T-d). 
Hence we can consider the embedding problems over (T) associated to 
the extensions s,, Sn and corresponding to the realization Nm,k 
The major difficulty in the determination of the obstr 
embedding problems concerns the computation of 
invariant of the quadratic form TrE,oCn(X2). 
3. HASSE-WITT INVARIANT OF TrE,QcT,(%2) 
Let E= Q(T, O), where 0 is a root of (3). n order to compute t 
Hasse-Witt invariant of the trace form TrE,ocr,(X2), we 
this quadratic form. First, we give a technica! result 
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LEMMA 3.1. 
’ 0 
6) TrE,Q,TJ(6Ji(0 - n/(n -k)) = I 
ldidn-2 
f 
nT( -k/(n - k))k i=n- 1 
-n i= 0. 
1 
0 ldi<n-3 
(ii) Tr,ocT)(Oi(U-n:l(n--))‘)= nT(-k/(n-k))k i=n-2 
n”/(n - k) i = 0. 
Proof. Let a = n/(n - k), b = ( -kl(n - k))‘(. Using Euler’s formula [ 10, 
Chap. III, Sect. 6, Lemma 21, we have 
Tr(B’/nO” k ‘(8-a)” ‘(e-l))= 
Odi<n-2 
i=n- 1. 
Since 0” k(e-a)“=bT, 
Tr(e’(O-a)/(& l))= 
i 
ibT 
l<i<n-1 
i = n. 
If i = 0, 
Tr((O-a)/(B- 1)) 
k k 
=nc . 
0 
(-a)” ‘Tr(()‘+” ’ ‘/,I($- l)((j-a)” --‘&-k ‘)=n. 
i-0 ’ 
Multiplying O’(O - u)/(e - 1) by 0 - 1 and by 0 - a, WC obtain (i) and (ii). 
THEOREM 3.2. The quadratic form Tr,U&X2) reduces ooer Q(T) as 
~follows: 
If n is even, 
T’a;yc 7‘) (X2)&(12-k)G-nk(n-k)TXz+kg--nk(n-k)(T-l)TX, 
+x,x,+x7x,+ ... +x, ,x,. 
If n is odd, 
TrE/QV) (X2)-(n-k)z+kg--n(n-k)kT(T-1)X:+X,X, 
+x,x,+ ... +x, ,x,i. 
Proof Case n even: Let eZi= O’(O -n/(n -k)), 0 Q i< (n - 2)/2. By 
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Lemma 3.1 (ii), the vectors ez, are pair-wise orthogonal for 0 6 i < (n - 2 1.7 
and isotropic for I < i $ (n - 4)!2. Moreover, 
Trfc;) = n’/(n - k) and Tr(ei z)=nf--k!(ir-kf)kT. 
By Lemma XI(i), 0 is orthogonal to ezft fI< i< in - 2)lt, and fineariy 
independent. By Newton’s formula we have that 
Tr( H) = kn,‘(n - k) and Tr(f12) E kn”j(n - k)‘, 
Therefore the quadratic space E factorizes 
E= (e,,) 1 CL’,, 2)i (0) 1 (il) i(n-J)/2H, 
where H is a hyperbolic plane and Tr(v’j= -nk(n -k) T(T- 1)~ 
Q(I‘)*;QfT)*‘. 
Cast n odd: Let ezj= fit’fO--n,!(n- k)), O&i< in-- 3ff2. As above 
teJ:)<rf-,r, -3i;z, @ are pair-wise orthogonal vectors and IinearIy indepen- 
dent. Morcover c~,. I d i6 (n- 3)/2, are isotropic vectors and Tr(e;?,f= 
II -k, Tr(O’) = k are elements of Q( r)*iQ( T)*‘. Hence the quadratic space 
E factorizes 
E= (q,} .L (8) I (c) I (II- 3)/W, 
where H denotes a hyperbolic plane and Tr(z?) = - wk(n -k) T(T- 1) E 
Q{ T)*/Q( Z-f*‘. 
Now we can compute the Hasse-Witt invariant of the quadratic form 
TrE;er7.j1P). 
TS~EOKEU 3.3. The Hasse- Wit! incariunt w( E/Q( T)) ~fTr~~.~(~,( X’) is 
‘I’( E;Q( T)) 
Proof; Case n even. 
1gE:Q(T)) 
=(n-- k,k(T- 1)(-1)“;‘2) 
+(-nk(n-k)T,n(n-k)T(T-l)(-l)(” ““‘f 
+(k,nk(n-k)(T-1) T(-1)‘” 2)i2) 
i(-nk(n-k)(T-f)T,(-tf”:‘*f+(-1,f-1f(”--)ttn-6f:X: 
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=(~-~,~(~-1)(-1)~‘2~+(~(~-~)~(-1)(~-2~’2, -(T-l)) 
+(k, (-1p-2)/“)+(-1, (~~)(~--4ww3) 
=(-(r-1),(-1)(n-2)‘2n)+(n-k, -k(-lj”‘2) 
+(k,(-1)(“-2)/2)+(-1, (-l)(+4)+*)/8) 
=(-(T-1),(-1)‘“-2”*n)+((-1)‘“-2”’2k, -k(n-k)) 
+(nk, -k(n-k))+(-1, (-1)nfn-2)‘8) * 
=((-1)‘“-“““n,k(iz-k)(T-l))+(-1,(-1)”’”--2)’s). 
In an analogous way we can compute the case n odd. 
Remark. In [13, Th. 5.51, we have proved that the polynomial 
F,J Y, X) obtained by making in j& a, X) the substitution 
T= 1 +,( - 1)“‘“kY2/‘(n - k), if n&even 
(r-((-t)(n-1v2nY*)--)-- if FZ is odd 
has Gafois group over Q(Y) isomorphic to the alternating group A,, for 
every n. 
Let L = Q( Y, [), where [ is a root of Fn,,J Y, X) in an algebraic closure 
Q(Y) of Q(Y). Let A”, be the only non-trivial extension of A, with kernel 
Z/22. In this case the obstruction to the embedding problem in A”, 
associate to iV,,JQ( Y) is 
inf(aJ = w(L/Q( 0) 
f(-lp, ~-~~(~-2)~212~+(-1, (-ljn(n-W), 
if n is even 
((-1)(~-~)/2,(-1jfn-3)/2~(n-k))+(k,n-kf+(-1,(-f)(~-l~(~-3)~*), 
if n is odd. 
Then we reobtain the results of [13, Corollary 4.61. Note that here no 
restriction on k is required. Hence, after the results of [2 J we have that 
every central extension of A, occurs as a Galois group over any number 
field if 
n-0,1 (mod8) 
n = 2 (mod 8) and la sum of two squares 
n = 3 (mod 8) and ul> c, where c is a constant depending on the 
radical of n. 
Using (1) and (2), we have 
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THEOKEM 3.4. The obstruction inf,(s,,) to the embedding problem in .$,. 
associated IO ,V,,,,!:Q( T) is 
inf r(.s,, 1 
I (k(pA)(?‘- l), zn( - 1)‘” 3’*)+( - 1. (__ l)‘,“’ *lx), 
= 
i 
if n is even 
(nT( 1‘- I ). (- 1)“’ ‘):*2k(r?-k))+(k, n-k)+( - 1, (- 1 )‘n--‘)(‘l 3)X). 
if n is odd. 
The obstruction inf ,(.s;,) to the embedding problem in .?,, associated to 
?i,,,iiQ( T) is 
inf,-(.s:,) 
(k(~7-li)(l‘--l),(-1)““2n)+(-1,(-1)”” 61x). 
lf n i.r ewn II 
(irT(T- I), (-- 1)“’ ““2k(n - k)) + (k. ,z-k)+( -1. (-.l);“- ‘x,,‘!)r). 
(f 17 is odd. 
4. AYSWERS TO THE PROBLEMS 
'TiIE0RF.M 4.1. Let n, k he relatiwly prime positice integers, k $ n, k a 
squure. II > 5. Let h,,,k( Y, X) E Q( Y)[X] be the pol~~nnrnial ocer Q(Y) 
obtained h,v making in j;, k( T, X) the substitution 
T= (n-k)aYZ+ 1, 
i 
if II is ewn 
(1 -nay’) ‘, lf n is odd, 
,i,here u E Q*. Let M,,,k he the splitting ,field of‘h,,,,( Y, X). 
(i) For rach n, n f 6 or 7 (mod 8), there exi.st.s a E Q* .such that 
M,,,k:‘Q( Y) has G&is group isomorphic to S,, and cun he embedded in a 
Galois e.utension lvith G&is group s,, 
(ii) For euch n, n f 4 or S(mod 8), there esi.sts ~EQ* .such thu: 
M,3,i’Q( Y) has Gulois group isomorphic to S,, and cun he emhrddcd in u 
Gu1oi.s e.utension Ir*ith Galois group s,,. 
Prooj: (i) Let 
( -. 1 )“I, “)‘“2n, if n is even and 212 is not a square 
( _ , p h).9, if n is even and 2n is a square 
u= 
( _ 1 p ‘)I” 7):qn - k), if n is odd and 2(n - k) is not a square 
(-1)‘” , 1 IIn - 7). 82 if n is odd and 2(n - k) is a square. 
(4) 
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The discriminant d(Y) = (- l)n(n-1)‘2u~ Q( Y)*/Q( Y)*2 of h,+( Y, X) is 
non-trivial for these values of a. Then Y does not belong to Nn,k the 
splitting field off&( T, X). Therefore, the Galois group of Mn,k over Q(Y) 
is isomorphic to S,. Let inf, be the inflation homomorphism associated to 
~~,~/Q( Y). Since 
W(s, 1 
i 
(a, 2n(-1)‘+2)‘9 (-1, (-l)“‘“-“‘/“), if n iseven 
= (a,2(n-k)(-l)‘“-“)/2)+(-l, (-l)(n-w-3)/8), if n is odd, 
for 12 E 0, 1,2,3 (mod 8); y1 z 4 (mod 8) and IZ sum of two squares; and 
II z 5 (mod 8) and n-k sum of two squares, inf,(s,) is trivial. If n E 4 
(mod 8) (resp. II = 5 (mod 8)), -2n (resp. -2(n - k)) # R**, Qz’, then by 
the theorem of existence of rational numbers with given Hilbert’s symbols 
[ll, Chap. III, Th. 41, there exists a~ Q\Q*” such that (a, -2n) = 
(- 1, - 1) (resp. (a, -2fn -k)) = (- 1, - 1)). Therefore, for these values of 
a, d(Y) is not a square and inf,(s,) is also trivial. 
(ii) Let 
1 
(-l)‘“- 4)(n - w9n, if y1 is even and 2n is not a square 
(-l)‘“- 4Xn - 6)/82, if IZ is even and 2n is a square 
Ct= 
( _ I)‘“- 5X=-- ‘)/8qn -k), if rz is odd and 2(n - k) is not a square 
(-l)‘“- , 5)in - 7)/82 if n is odd and 2(n -k) is a square. 
(5) 
For these values of a, the discriminant d(Y) is not a square, then the Galois 
group of Mn,k/Q( Y) is isomorphic to S,. Since 
inf&J = 
(a, (- 1)“/“2n) + (- 1, (- l)n(n-6)‘8), n even 
@, (-1)‘“-1’/22(n-k))+(-1, (-l)(*-lf(n+1)/8), n odd, 
for n 3 0, 1,6,7 (mod 8); n z 2 (mod 8) and n sum of two squares; and 
n = 3 (mod 8) and n-k sum of two squares, inf,(si) is trivial. If n E 2 
(mod 8) (resp. n E 3 (mod S)), -2n (resp. -2(n - k)) 4 iR*2, QT’, then by 
[ll, Chap. III, Th. 41, there exist a E Q* such that (a, -2n) = (- 1, - 1) 
(resp. (a, -2(n-k))= (-1, -1)). M oreover, this a can be chosen such 
that -a$Q . *’ Then d(Y) is not a square and inf,(&) is also trivial. 
Remark. If n z 6 or 7 (mod 8) (resp. n = 4 or 5 (mod 8)) for any value 
of acQ*, Kz,klcW) cannot be embedded in a Galois extension with 
Gaiois group S, (resp. 3,). Whereas, for most of the other values of n the 
polynomials hn,J Y, X) are explicitly given ((4), (5)). 
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~~R~LLA~~ 4.2. (i) The stem cover 3, of?&, n85 uppears as a ~~~~i~~ 
grQ~p Over ( Y), for every vaIue of n, n & 6 QT 7 (mod 8 )+ 
(ii) The stem cover $ of S,, ~13 5, appears 61s a G&is gvoq7 over 
(Y), for euery value of n+ n & 4 or 5 (mod 8). 
Let 9, be the non-trivial extension of S, with kernel Z/-/2 
stem cwer of S,. That is, the extension of S, as 
cohomo~ogical c ass E, . E, E H2( S,, Zj2Z ). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let n, k be relatively prime positCtie integers k <n, n 2 5. 
Let gn,J Y, X) E Q( Y)[X] be the polynomial over ( y) obt&ed by ~~~k~~g 
in jJT, X) the ~~b~t~tut~on 
T= (-l)~‘2~(~-~~aY~+~~ 
i 
$ ~~~~~~~ 
(1 -(-~)(n-wnay2)--1, ty n is odd, 
is u sum of two squares. The ~~~~ttj~g Jield
(Y) has Galois group ~sorn~r~~i~ to S, and 
embedded in a Gal&s extension with Gal&s group s,, for every value ofn. 
ProoJ The discriminant d(Y) = a E Q(Y) 
non-trivial Therefore the Galois group of R,,, 
The obstruction to this embedding problem is 
infy(&,,.&,)=(d(Y),LZfY))=(-l,d(Y))=(--,at=0. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let K be a ~~rnb~r~eld. ~v~ry~~~te stem exte~~~5~ of Sn 
occurs as a Galois group ouer K, for n = 0, I, 2, or 3 (mod 8). 
broom For these values of n, the two stem covers of S, are batons 
groups over K(Y), since ~~,~~Q(~~ is a regular e~te~s~o~ and by 
~oro~~~ry 4.2. Hence, by Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem, they are akm 
Galois group over K. 
Finally, we observe that over Q(i, Y) the poiy~om~a~s hn,J Y, X) of 
Theorem 4.1, for the values of a given in (4) (res . in (5)), have Galois 
group S, and Mn,Ji)/Q(i, Y) can be embedded in a Galois ext~~s~~~ wit 
Galois group 5, (resp. 9,). Therefore, 
RZEOREM 4.5. The stem covers of S, appear as ~a~~i~ groqw over 
(i, Y), for every n, n 3 5. 
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